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ROMAN BLIND  
HARDWARE SOLUTIONS
PRECISION IN MOTION



Low profile 
mounting clips   

Spring loaded 
mounting clips    

SS38  
ROMAN BLIND SYSTEM  
 
Rollease Acmeda has succeeded in delivering a 

stylish cutting edge solution for the traditional 

long-time favoured Roman Blind.

The new SS38 Roman Blind system offers a range 

of applications, a fresh contemporary design and 

many functional benefits.

Able to achieve straight or angled vertical  

drop, as well as sloping applications to achieve 

widths and drops up to 4 meters with a chain 

controlled operation.

The SS38 system features a slim square profile 

design with the choice of a low profile mounting clip 

that adds discretion to its finish, or a spring loaded 

mounting clip designed to improve installation  

onto headboards. 

Attach fabric with touch tape, or use the innovative 

open slot that allows for easy flat spline fabric 

insertion. This blind system ensures smooth, quiet 

movement with the strength to manage shades of 

any weight – small or large.
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SS40 HEAVY DUTY 
MOTORISED SYSTEM  

Rollease Acmeda’s SS40 Heavy Duty 

Motorised System provides a superior 

heavy duty motorised solution for 

soft shades.  

The exceptional performance of this 

heavy duty system is further enhanced 

with the addition of a bearer, idler and 

octagonal tube achieving up to 4m drops. 

A rigid, plastic hook touch tape can be 

inserted into the head rail where fabrics 

or panels are attached by a loop touch 

tape – removing the need for adhesive 

hook tapes or crimp rail for fastening. 
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BATTEN SYSTEMS 
  
 
 
Rollease Acmeda’s sew-less Roman Blind batten 

system has been designed to reduce fabrication time 

whilst featuring a minimalist design catering for a 

range of fabrics.

The Macro Batten features a smooth and slimline 

design, with an increased opening to cater for fabrics  

of any weight thickness. Rollease Acmeda has also 

included firm fitting cord clips and end cap accessories.  

A batten tensioner has also been developed to keep 

lighter fabrics constantly taut.

Alternatively, our half-round timber range features 

six popular painted and timber stained colours. These 

finishing options are designed to match any décor and 

can even be used as decorative front battens. 

ROLLEASE ACMEDA’S 
COMPLETE HARDWARE 
SOLUTION
 
Rollease Acmeda’s roman blind systems 

compleament our full range of hardware  

and componentry for a variety of window 

furnishing applications. 

Built to last a lifetime, every product in our 

extensive range meets industry needs and 

has been tried and tested for unsurpassed 

performance and reliability.

With innovative know-how behind every 

design, Rollease Acmeda’s dedicated team 

of R&D specialists, engineers and customer 

service staff deliver world-class hardware 

solutions to a global window furnishings 

market.

Visit rolleaseacmeda.com or contact your  
Rollease Acmeda representative for further details.

That’s our precision in motion promise.
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